
Hey!

In this guide I will show you how to abuse a sportsbook promotion to gain huge profit.

Link do the promotion:
https://telegra.ph/Become-a-Beta-Tester-of-NitrogenSports-Bet-Predictions-addon-an
d-earn-up-to-005-BTC-03-13

So what is this promotion all about?
Basically NitrogenSports offers to double your next deposit (up to 0.05 BTC) if you become a
beta tester of their Firefox addon called “Bet Predictions”, however, YOU CAN’T just make
a deposit and withdraw everything without betting. They want you to turn your deposited
money + the bonus once. (so basically if you deposited 0.05 BTC - you will have 0.10 BTC,
but to withdraw ANYTHING you have to bet 0.10 BTC in total. Then you will be able to
withdraw). You can also use this method for any amount lower than 0.05 BTC. (0.05 BTC is
just the maximum deposit eligible for the promotion)

They add this requirement, because it makes this promotion profitable for them, as most
people will just lose the money right away. However, there is a simple trick to avoid losing
money (you will lose some of the bonus, but not a lot - still a huge profit).

So what you need to do is find a match that has a 50/50 odds, and place half of the money
on EACH team / player. By doing this, you will fulfill the requirement by turning your deposit
over once.

example:
-> deposit 0.05 BTC
-> you have 0.10 BTC in your deposit (with the bonus)

-> bet 0.05 btc on Mariners
-> bet another 0.05 btc on Reds

if Mariners win, you have 0.092 BTC on your account
if Reds win, you have 0.095 BTC on your account

which means you earned over 0.04 BTC with taking NO RISK.
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Here I wanted to show screenshots from my personal NitrogenSports account to prove that
it’s really that simple and they won’t ban you for doing this:

My bets:

My deposit and withdrawal:


